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DESCRIPTION 1/2

The system to engrave

with pliers a piece of lead

to which is possible to

insert any sealing wire or

twine and then press it

with a pliers is called

lead seal.

The lead seal is basically

the symbol that comes

first the authentic

signature.

Indeed, the less script was spread, the more it was necessary to adopt

another way for a guarantee and personal recognition system which

had to be difficult to be cloned.

The lead seal of ancient origin (more than 3.000 years ago) was used to

close various types of boxes and protect the integrity of the content.

This was the way to ensure the origin of goods and to identify the

owner and its properties.
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DESCRIPTION 2/2

Currently, lead seals are very used

to ensure water, electricity and

gas meters from any tamper

event.

Seals may be customised and

have progressive numbering.

Once the sealing wire is passed

through the appropriate points

which are sensitive for the energy

supply, the same wire is insert in

the seals holes and blocked with

appropriate pliers for seals.

Also pliers may be customised

with logo or numbers or

alphanumeric codes.
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LEAD SEALS SIZES

ARTICLE DIAMETER

mm

THICKNESS

mm

Q.ty per KG

Lead Seal 16 6,3 98

Lead Seal 14 6 150

Lead Seal 13 6 170

Lead Seal 12 5,5 230

Lead Seal 11 5,8 255

Lead Seal 10 5 315

Lead Seal 8 5 440

Material : 99,9% of lead
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PLIERS FOR LEAD SEALS

ENGRAVING EXAMPLES

Art 464/175 :  Length 175 mm

for seals with a diameter  up to 

12mm 

Art 464/200 :  Length  200 mm

for seals with a diameter  up to 15mm 

Art 466/175 : Length  175 mm

for seals with a diameter  up to 12mm 

.

Art 466/220  : Length  220 mm

for seals with a diameter  up to 15mm 
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SEALING WIRE FOR LEAD SEALS

All LeghornGroup’s sealing wire are suitable for any wire seal.

They can be supplied in reels of variable length or in parts which vary from the needs of the

customer.

Sealing wire with a diameter up to 2,5mm may be designed upon request.

GALVANIZZED 

sealing wire for 

lead seals

STAINLESS STEEL 

sealing wire for 

lead seals

COPPER sealing 

wire for lead seals

BRASS sealing 

wire for lead seals

NYLON-COPPER 

sealing wire for 

lead seals

PLASTIFIED  

STAINLESS STEEL 

cable.
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